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Cisco aironet 1040 configuration guide

Einige Word in Google Docs - Funktionen können nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Änderungeni anzgen Ednderungenen anzgen Cisco Aironet 1040 series has retired and is no longer supported. You can see a listing of available tap offerings that best meet your specific needs if you want
support information for the Cisco Aeronet 1040 series document, This Cisco.com search or cisco community may be available through Cisco Aeronet 1040 series access points This guide to configure access points about security instructions Make overpacking overview controller discovery process before preparing access point
installation summary installation configuration pre-installation configuration setup additional configuration autonomous mode configuring security settings Additional configure for access points Cisco Aeronet to use lightweight access points 43 Access points using DHCP option on wireless network troubleshooting guidelines Check access
point joining access point conformity and regulatory information manufacturer Federal Communications Commission's conformity details VCCI Details Japan Japanese Translation English Translation Details 371 Cisco Aeronet Declaration for Japan Guidelines for Operation of Access Points Industry Canada Canada Compliance
Statement European Community, Switzerland, Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein R&TTE Directive 1999/5/RF compliant for exposure Declaration of Conformity in relation to the Declaration of Usa Canada EU Australia Cisco Aeronet Access Points For Taiwan Chinese Translation English Translation Chinese Translation English
Translation English Translation English Translation In Brazil Access Point Model Cisco Aeronet Access Points English Translation Operation Regulatory Information Portuguese Translation English Translation Declaration Conformity Configuration of statements DHCP Option 43 and DHCP Option 60 Access Point Specifications Cisco
Aeronet 1040 Series Access Points This guide provides instructions on how to install and configure your Cisco Aeronet 1040 Series access point. This guide also provides mounting instructions and limited troubleshooting procedures. The translated versions of the following security alerts are provided in the translated security alert
document that are sent with your access points. The translated alerts are also in the translated security alerts for Cisco Aeronet access points, which are available on Cisco.com. Warning Important security instructions This warning symbol means danger. You are in a situation that can cause physical injury. Before working on any
equipment, be aware of the dangers associated with electrical circuitry and stay tuned to standard practices to prevent accidents. Use The number provided at the end of each alert to detect its translation into the translated security alerts with this device. Statement 1071AVE Read the installation instructions before connecting the warning
system to its power source of these instructions. Statement 1004 Warning This product should be linked to power-over-Ethernet (POE) IEEE 802.3AF compliant power source or IEC 60950 compliance limited power source. The warning installation of statement 353 devices should follow local and national electricity codes. Statement 1074
Warning This product depends on the installation of the building for short-circuit (overcurrent) safety. Make sure the protective device is rated no more than 20A. Statement 1005 Warning Do not operate your wireless network device near the binicalized blasting caps or in an explosive environment unless the device has been modified to
be specifically qualified for such use. Statement 245B Warning To comply with the FCC Radio Frequency (RF) exposure limit, antennas must be located at a minimum of 7.9 inches (20 cm) or more from the body of all individuals. Statement 332 caution will use the supplied plastic wall anchor to not mount the use point on a roof because
they will not support the weight of the use point. The fasteners used should be able to maintain a minimum combat force of 20 lbs (9 kg) and use all 4 indented holes on the low profile mounting bracket. Caution This product and all interconnected equipment must be installed indoors within the same building, including the associated LAN
connection as defined by the environment one of the IEEE 802.af standard. Note Access points are suitable for use in environmental air field in accordance with Section 300.22.C and Sections 2-128, 12-010 (3) and 12-100 of the Canadian Electricity Code, Part 1, C22.1. You should not install a power supply or power injector in the air
handling space. Note Use only with listed ITE devices. Follow these steps: Unpack step 1 and remove access points and accessory kits from the shipping box. Step 2 Return any packing material in the shipping container and save it for future use. Step 3 Verify that you have received the items listed below. If an item is missing or
damaged, contact your Cisco representative or reseller for instructions. -1040 series access point-mounting bracket (when you ordered access point) - Adjustable roof-rail clips (when you ordered access points) the following images show the access point connection and features. Figure 1 Access Point Ports and Connections Kensington
Lock Slot Console Port Power Connection Security Lock and Hasp Ethernet Port Mounting Bracket Pin (Foot for Desk or Table-Top Mount) This section describes how the access point connects to a wireless LAN controller. because For additional information that occurs on the process controller, see the Cisco Wireless LAN Controller
Configuration Guide. This guide is available on Cisco.com. The 1040 series access point uses the provisioning of the IETF Standard Control and Wireless Access Points Protocol (CAPWAP) to communicate between the controller and other wireless access points over the network. Capwap is a standard, interoperable protocol that enables
an access controller to manage the collection of wireless endpoints. The search process using CAPWAP is similar to the Lightweight Access Point Protocol (LWAP) used with previous Cisco Aeronet access points. LWAPP-enabled access points are compatible with CAPWAP and the conversion to capwapp controller is seamless.
Deployment controllers can combine ON CAPWAP and LWAPP software. The functionality provided by the controller does not change except those customers who have Layer 2 deployment, which CAPWAP does not support. In a CAPWAP environment, a wireless access point searches a controller using the CAPWAP discovery
mechanism and then sends it to join a CAPWAP request. The controller sends the response to the access point joining the capwap so that the access point joins the controller. When the access point is included in the controller, the controller manages its configuration, firmware, control transactions, and data transactions. For more
information about the search process and CAPWAP note, see the Cisco Wireless LAN Controller Software Configuration Guide. This document is available on Cisco.com. Note If the name of the access point contains space, you cannot edit or query any access points using controller CLI. Note that the controller is set to the current time. If
the controller is already set to the time that occurs, the access point may not be included in the controller because its certificate may not be valid for that time. Access points must be searched by a controller before they can become an active part of the network. 1040 Series Access Point supports these controller search processes: • Layer
3 Capwap search- can be on different subnets compared to access points and Use IP addresses and UDP packets instead of Mac addresses used by Layer 2 search. • Locally stored controller IP address discovery- If the access point was first connected to the controller, the IP addresses of primary, secondary and tertiary controllers are
stored in non-volatile memory of the access point. Subsequent deployments are said to inflame this process of storing controller IP addresses at an access point. For more information about priming, see a pre-installation configuration display section. • DHCP Server Discovery - This feature uses DHCP option 43 to provide controller IP
addresses to usage points. Cisco Switch supports a DHCP server option that is commonly used This capability. For more information about DHCP Option 43, see the Configure DHCP Option 43 and DHCP Option 60 section. • DNS Discovery-Access Point can search controllers through your domain name server (DNS). To do this access
point, you need to configure your DNS to return controller IP addresses in response to Cisco-LWAP-Controller-Localdomain, where the local domain access point is the domain name. Configuring the Cisco-LWAP-controller provides backwards compatibility in existing customer deployments. When an access point receives IP address and
DNS information from the DHCP server, it contacts DNS to solve cisco-LWAP-controller.localdomain. When the DNS controller sends a list of IP addresses, access point sends search requests to controllers. Before mounting and deploying your access points, we recommend that you do site surveys (or use site planning tools) to
determine the best location to install your access point. You should have the following information available about your wireless network: • Access point location. • Access point mounting options: under a suspended roof, on a flat horizontal surface, or on a desktop. Note You can mount the access point above a suspended roof, but you'll
have to buy additional mounting hardware: see the Access Point Mounting section for additional information. • Access point power options: Power supplied by recommended external power supply (Cisco Air-PWR-B), DC power supply, POE from network device, or POE power injector/hub (usually located in wiring closet). Note Access
points must be operated using PoE to comply with safety rules mounted in a building's environmental airspace. Cisco recommends that you create a site map showing access point locations so that you can record device Mac addresses from each location and return them to the person who is planning or managing your wireless network.
Installing access points includes these operations: • Performing pre-installation configuration (optional) • Increasing access points • Grounding access points • Deployment of access points on wireless networks The following procedures ensure that your access point installation and initial operation go as expected. A pre-installation
configuration is also known as priming access point. This process is optional. Note Performing a pre-installation configuration is an optional process. If your network controller is configured properly, you can install your access point in your last location and connect it to the network from there. See the Deployment section of access points
on wireless networks for details. Figure 2 shows the pre-installation configuration setup. Follow these steps to pre-install configuration setup pre-installation configurations of Figure 2. Step 1 Cisco Wireless Wireless The controller is connected to the DS port network. Use CLI, web-browser interfaces, or Cisco WCS processes as described
in the appropriate Cisco Wireless LAN Controller Guide. Without. Make sure access points have Layer 3 connectivity to Cisco Wireless LAN Controller Management and AP-Manager interfaces. Birth. Configure the switch to which to attach your access point. See Cisco Unified Wireless Network WLAN Controller Guide: Cisco 440x Series
WLAN Controller for additional information. c. Set the Cisco wireless LAN controller as a master so that new access points always connect with it. d. Make sure dhcp is enabled on the network. Access points have to get their IP address through DHCP. e. CAPWAP UDP ports (UDP 5246/5247) should not be blocked in the network.
Female- Access point should be able to find the IP address of the controller. This can be accomplished using DHCP, DNS or IP subnet transmissions. This guide describes the DHCP method for expressing the controller IP address. For other methods, mention the product document. See also the Using DHCP Option 43 section for more
information. Step 2 Apply power to access point: A. Access point is 802.3F (15.4W) compliant and can be powered by any of the following 802.3 2F compliant devices: -2106 Controller -WS-C3550, WS-C3560, and WS-C3750 switch-2600, 2610, 2611, 2621, 2650, and 2651 multiservice platforms-2610XM, 2611XM, 2621XM, 2650XM,
2651XM, and 2691 multiservice platforms -2811, 2821, and 2851 integrated service routers-3620, 3631-telco Cisco Air-PWR-B is the recommended external power supply for 3640 and 3660 multiservice platforms-3725 and 3745 multiservice access routers-3825 and 3845 integrated services router access points. Access point can also be
operated by the following optional external power sources: - 1250 Series Access Point Power Injector (AIR-PWRNJ4)-1100/1200 Series Access Point DC Power Supply (AIR-PWR-SPLI)-Any 8 02.3af Compliant Power Injector Note 1040 Series Access Point requires a Gigabit Ethernet link to prevent the Ethernet port from becoming a
bottleneck for traffic as the wireless traffic speed exceeds the speed transmission of the 10/100 Ethernet port. Birth. As the access point attempts to connect to the controller, the LED cycle through a green, red and amber sequence, which can take up to 5 minutes. Note If the access point stays in this mode for more than five minutes, the
access point master is unable to find the Cisco wireless LAN controller. Check the connection between access point and Cisco wireless LAN controller and make sure they are on the same subnet. c. If the access point is closed, check the power source. d. Cisco wireless LAN controller after access point finds if access point code new
operating Tries to download code The Cisco Wireless LAN controller differs from the code version. While this is happening, the position led to a blink of dark blue. E. If the operating system download is successful, the access point reboots. Step 3 Configure the access point if needed. Use controller CLI, controller GUI or Cisco WCS to
customize access-point-specific 802.11n network settings. Step 4 If the pre-installation configuration is successful, the position LED is green indicating normal operation. Disconnect the access point and mount it to the location you want to deploy it to the wireless network. Step 5 If your access point does not indicate normal operation, turn
it off and repeat the pre-installation configuration. Note when you're installing a Layer 3 access point on a different subnet than the Cisco Wireless LAN controller, make sure a DHCP server is accessible from the subnet on which you'll install access points, and the subnet has a route back to the Cisco Wireless LAN controller. Also ensure
that the back route destination for Cisco Wireless LAN controller is open for UDP ports 5246 and 5247 CAPWAP communications. Make sure that the primary, secondary, and tertiary wireless LAN controller allows to piece back-route IP packets. Finally, make sure that if address translation is used, that access point and Cisco wireless
LAN controller have a static 1-to-1 net at an outside address. (Port address translation is not supported.) How you configure your access point depends on how you want to use it in your wireless network. This section provides a brief summary of the configuration process. For detailed information, mention configuring the first-ever access
point of the Cisco iOS Software Configuration Guide for Cisco Aeronet Access Points for Cisco iOS releases. The following basic settings should be configured at your access point. • Host Name • Configuration Server Protocol • IP Address • IP Subnet Mask • Default Gateway • SNMP Community The following radio settings must be
applied separately on each radio. • Role in radio networks • After allocating basic settings at your access point, you need to configure security settings to prevent unauthorized access to your network. Because it's a radio device, access point can communicate beyond the physical limitations of your work site. Basic security settings are
explained in Cisco iOS Release Configure Access Point for the first time of Cisco iOS Software Configuration Guide for Cisco Aeronet Access Points for the IISCO release you are using. The following security settings are available on the Express Security Setup page. • No security in cisco's appropriate chapters • Static WEP key • EAP
authentication • WPA and WPA2 advanced security settings are described The software configuration guide for Cisco Aeronet Access Points for Cisco iOS release you're using. Note 802.11n Radio only supports no encryption, WPA2 Enterprise, and WPA-2 personal. WPA-2 Enterprise and WPA-2 Personal need AES encryption. Cisco
Aeronet 3500, 1260, 1140, 1130 and 1040 series access points can be placed in multiple configurations, including on a suspended roof, on a rigid roof or wall, on an elecrtical or network box, and above a suspended roof. Click on this URL to browse to complete the access point mounting instructions: follow these steps to deploy it on a
wireless network, mounted on the access point. Step 1 Connect and power the access point. Step 2 Inspect the Access Point LED. Without. When you power up the access point, it starts a power-up sequence that you can verify by looking at the access point LED. If the power-up sequence is successful, the search and joining process
begins. During this process, the LED systematically blinks green, red and closed. When access point has joined a controller, the LED is green if a customer is connected or not blue if one or more customers are connected. Birth. If there is no LED drive, the access point is most likely not to receive power. c. If the LED takes a sequential
nap for more than 5 minutes, access point is unable to find its primary, secondary and tertiary Cisco wireless LAN controller. Check the connection between access point and Cisco wireless LAN controller, and make sure access points and Cisco wireless LAN controllers are either on the same subnet or that the access point has a route
back to its primary, secondary and tertiary Cisco wireless LAN controller. Also, if the access point is not on the same subnet as the Cisco wireless LAN controller, make sure there is a properly configured DHCP server on the same subnet as the access point, or DNS resolution is available. For additional information see the Configure
DHCP Option 43 and DHCP Options 60 section. Tip Use the IP Helper address command to advance DHCP requests to a DHCP server on a different subnet. Click on this URL for more information on ip helper address command: Step 3 Reconfigured Cisco Wireless LAN Controller so that it is not a master. Note A master Cisco wireless
LAN controller should only be used for access points configurations and not in a working network. If you experience difficulty setting up and running your access points, see a solution to your problem in this guide or in additional access point documentation. These and other documents are available on Cisco.com. These when you use a
1040 series lightweight access point Keep in mind: • Access points only With Cisco wireless LAN controllers, such as 2100, 4400, and 5500 series controllers. • Access Point does not support wireless domain services (WDS) and cannot communicate with WDS devices. However, the controller provides functionality equal to WDS when
the access point is included in it. • CAPWAP does not support Layer 2. Access points must get an IP address and search for the controller using Layer 3, DHCP, DNS or IP subnet broadcast. • Access point console port is enabled for monitoring and debug purposes. All configuration commands are disabled when the access point is
connected to the controller. You can use DHCP option 43 to provide a list of controller IP addresses to usage points, enabling them to find and join the controller. For additional information, mention the Configure DHCP Option 43 and DHCP Option 60 section. Figure 3 shows the location of the access point status LED. Figure 3 Access
Point LED Location Table 1 shows access point status LED hints for different situations. Table 1 LED Status Signal Boot Loader Status Sequence Blinker Green Dram Memory Test In Progress Dram Memory Test OK Board Beginning In Advance Flash File System Flash Memory Test OK Inering Ethernet Ethernet OK Starting Cisco iOS
Improvement Successful Association Status Green Normal Operating Condition, At least One Wireless Client Association Operating Status Blinking Blue Software Upgrade Green, Red, Red, Red, Upgrade to cycling via red, red and blue, green in the process of joining amber discovery/fast cycling in progress, and red access point location
command applicable boot loader warning blinching blue configuration recovery in progress (mode button pushed from 2 to 3 seconds) red Ethernet failure or image recovery (mode button 20 to 30 seconds Pushed for) Blinking Green Image Recovery in Progress (Mode Button Release) Blinking Red Ethernet Link Current Boot Loader
Errors Red DRAM Memory Test Failure Blinking Red and Blue Flash File System Failure Blinking Red and Environment Away Variable Failure Bad Mac Address During Ethernet Failure Image Recovery Boot Environment Failure No Cisco Image File Failure Cisco iOS Errorr Red Software Failure; Disconnect unit power cycling via blue,
green, red and general warning and try to reconnect; Insufficient inline power access points may fail to join the controller for several reasons: a radius authorization is pending; Self-signed certificates are not enabled on the controller; Access points and the controller's regulatory domains do not match, and so on. Controller software
enables you to configure access points to send all CAPWAP-related errors to a sylog server. You don't need to enable any debug commands on the controller because all capwash error messages can be viewed. The syslog server itself. The status of the access point is not placed on the controller unless it receives a request to join the
capwap from the access point. Therefore, it may be difficult to determine why the Capwap search request was rejected from a certain access point. To troubleshoot such issues without enabling CAPWAP debug commands on the controller, the controller collects information for all access points that send it a search message and retain
information for any access points that have successfully joined. The controller collects all the information related to joining for each access point that sends a capwap search request to the controller. The collection starts with the first search message received from the access point and ends with the last configuration payload sent from the
controller to the access point. You can view information about joining access points for the following numbers: • Up to 300 access points for 4400 series controllers, Cisco Wism, and Catalyst 3750G Integrated Wireless LAN Controller Switch • 2100 series controllers and controllers within the Cisco 28/37/38xx series integrated service
router have to maintain information related to the maximum number of access points supported by the platform when the controller joins for the maximum number of access points, it does not collect information for any more access points. An access point sends all syslog messages to the IP address 255.255.255 by default when any of
the following conditions are met: • An access point running software release 5.2 or later new are deployed. • An existing access point running software has been reset after clearing configuration 5.2 or later. If any of these conditions are met and the access point has not yet been included in the controller, you can also configure the DHCP
server to return the Syslog Server IP address to the access point using option 7 on the server. The access point then starts sending all syslog messages to this IP address. When the access point is first included in the controller, the controller sends the global Syslog Server IP address (default is 255.255.255.255) to the access point. After
that, the access point sends all the syslog messages to this IP address until it is overwhelmed by one of the following scenarios: • The access point is still connected to the same controller, and the global Syslog Server IP Address configuration on the controller has been changed using the configure AP Syslog Host Global
syslog_server_IP_address command. In this case, the controller sends the new global syslog server IP address to the access point. • Access point is still connected to the same controller, and a specific Sysylog server IP address is configured for access points on the controller using config AP Syslog host specific
syslog_server_IP_address order. In this case, the controller sends the new specific Syslog Server IP address to the access point. • Access point is disconnected from the controller and joins another controller. In this case, the new controller sends its global syslog server IP address to the access point. • Whenever a new Syslog Server IP
address overrides the existing Syslog Server IP address, the old address is constantly erased from storage, and the new address is stored in its place. The access point also starts sending all syslog messages to the new IP address provided the access point syslog server can access the IP address. You can configure the Syslog server
for access points and see the access points only joining the information from the controller CLI. The following URL contains a detailed description of the process of joining on Cisco.com: this section provides declarations of conformity and regulatory information for the Cisco Aeronet 1040 Series access point. AIR-(L) AP1041N-A-K9
LDK102069 AIR-(L) AP1042N-A-K9 LDK102070 Manufacturer: Cisco Systems, Inc. 170 West Tasmanian Drive Jose, CA 95134-1706USA 95134-1706USA
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